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1. Introduction. Let K be a nondegenerate convex body in En. We

will seek requirements on K such that its surface area is minimal com-

pared to that of its affine transforms of the same volume. This prob-

lem has been studied for « = 2 by Behrend [l], Green [2], and Gus-

tin [3].

2. Necessary and sufficient conditions. Let S denote the surface of

K, V(K) its volume and S(K) its surface area.

Theorem 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a nondegenerate

convex body K in En have minimal surface area among its affine trans-

forms of volume V(K) are that

r
I  UiUjdSu = 0 for i 9e j

J s

and

fu)dS„ = -S(K)
J s »

for i, j= 1, • • • , « where (ui, • ■ • , un) is the outer unit vector normal

to S at the point with surface area element dSu.

Proof. We need only consider central affine transformations of the

type (x, y are column vectors of length w)

(1) y = Bx,       det (B) = 1.

Suppose that the convex body K, (i= 1, • • • , «) is transformed into

K* by (1), then the linear combination X1K1+ • • • +X„7C„ is trans-

formed into \iK* + • ■ ■ +\nK*. Since volume is preserved, it follows

from the definition of mixed volumes [4, p. 38] that

(2) V(KPl, ■■-, KPn) = V(KPI, ■■■, K*Pn).

Let E be an ellipsoid with supporting function E(u), then

(3) nV(K, ■ ■ ■ , K, E) =  f E(u)dSu, | u\   = 1.
J s
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It is clear, then, that our problem is equivalent to keeping K fixed

and minimizing V(K, • ■ ■ , K, E) over all ellipsoids with center at

the origin and volume

Tn/2

(4) Kn =-
T(n/2 + 1)

To show the existence of a minimizing ellipsoid, let U be a solid

sphere, of radius r>0, contained in K and let ä, of length a, be a

segment of maximum length contained in £. By the inclusion prop-

erty of mixed volumes [4, p. 41, (5) ] and the representation [4, p. 45]

for the area of the projection of U, we have V(K, ■ ■ ■ , K, E)

è V(U, • • • , U, á)=or"_1«_1K„_i. Consequently, a sequence of el-

lipsoids £,■ of the above type, for which V(K, ■ • • , K, £<) tends to

the g.l.b. of (3), is uniformly bounded and by Blaschke's selection

theorem [4, p. 34] there exists a subsequence of the £< which con-

verges to a convex body £*. The body E* is necessarily an ellipsoid

and, by the continuity of mixed volumes, E* is a minimizing ellipsoid.

Now, let A-1 be a positive definite symmetric matrix with det(-4-1)

= 1. If £ is the ellipsoid with surface

(5) xTA~lx = 1

(the superscript T meaning transpose) then the polar reciprocal of E

with respect to the origin has distance function

(6) E(u) = {w^w}1'2.

The above is clear if .4-1 is a diagonal matrix and the general case

follows by considering an orthogonal transformation. Consequently,

(6) is the supporting function of E, see [4, p. 28], and if £ is trans-

formed into £* by (1) then E*(u) is found by replacing A in (6) by

BABT.

Let £(£) be the function of n2 variables by given by

(7) £(£) = f EA(u)dSu, \u\   =1,
J s

where EA(u) is given by (6) and A =BBT. Since BBT is positive semi-

definite, (7) is defined for all B. We wish to minimize (7), with the

constraint

(8) det (B) = 1.

If we equate to zero the partial derivatives of £(£)+X(l—det (£))

and use (8) we have
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rap-]
(9, [-J - narr:

Also

(10) |-—1 - I f u¿tiÉl\u)dSu\B.

Consequently,

(11) A     = —     (  UiUjEA (u)dSu   ,        X = — I EA(u)dSu.
X  \_J s J n J a

If yl is any positive definite symmetric matrix with det (A) = \ which

satisfies (11) then the ellipsoid with supporting function (6) will be

called a critical ellipsoid of K. It is clear that the unit matrix satisfies

(11) if and only if the conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied. Conse-

quently, a proof of the following result completes the proof of Theo-

rem 1.

Theorem 2. If K is a nondegenerate convex body with surface S,

then there exists one and only one positive definite symmetric matrix A

with det (^4) = 1 such that

/EA(u)dSu
s

I  UíUjEa (u)dSu
s J »

where EA(u) is given by (6).

Proof. Suppose C is the matrix of an affine transformation of type

(1) which carries K into K*. If F*(D) is the corresponding function

(7) for K* then

(12) £(£) = F*(CB)

for all B. By (2) and (3), this is the case for B with det (£) = 1 and

by the special form of (7) this may be extended to all B. We have then

(13) [^] = C T—1
LddijI

Consequently, by (11), (13), (10) and (12) we conclude that a critical

ellipsoid of K is carried by C into a critical ellipsoid of K*. We may,

therefore, assume that the solid unit sphere is a critical ellipsoid of

K and consequently that the conditions in Theorem 1 hold. Let
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t»       2   2

and

(15) F(a)=——f^E(a,u)dSu.

The function 7"(a) is defined for all points a in En and has the follow-

ing properties:

(1) F(c)>0 fora^O and 7"(0)=0,
(2) FCKa)=\F(a),\>0,
(3) F(a+b)=F(a)+F(b).

To prove property (3), we have by Cauchy's inequality

2~2 dibiUi á [(£ «»«<)( S Mi)]

and consequently

£(a + ¿>, «) g E(a, u) + £(&, m).

By [4. PP- 21-22], 7"(o) is the distance function of a convex body and,

by the conditions in Theorem 1, this convex body lies entirely in the

closed half-space containing the origin and bounded by the tangent

plane 52ïx,-/«1/2 = «1/2. Now let M be the set of all points a such

that a,->0 and ai ■ • • an= 1. By the inequality between the geometric

and arithmetic means we have 2~2"ai/nll2 = n112 Ior a^ points in M

with equality only if a¡=l (i=í, ■ ■ • , «). Consequently, F(a) evalu-

ated over all points in M has a unique absolute minimum for

c = (1, • • • , 1). This completes the proof of Theorem 2 since the con-

ditions in Theorem 1 are invariant under an orthogonal transforma-

tion.

3. The projection body. Green [2] has shown that for « = 2 the

conditions in Theorem 1 may be replaced by the requirement that

the second Fourier coefficients of the supporting function 77(cos 9, sin 6)

= h(&) of K vanish. We may generalize this to «-dimensions if in place

of the supporting function of K we use the supporting function a(u)

of the projection body of K, see [4, p. 45]. This may be viewed as a

generalization since for » = 2, <r(cos 6, sin d)=h(d+ir/2)-\-h(d — ir/2).

Theorem 3. If K is a nondegenerate convex body whose projection

body has supporting function a(u), then necessary and sufficient condi-

tions that the surface area of K be minimal among its affine transforms of

volume V(K) are that
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/.

and

S.

UiUj<r(u)cUau = 0 for i 7aj
Q

2 Kn—1 i        i

Ui<r(u)duu =-S(K), | «I   =1
a «

for i, j = 1, • ■ ■ , w wAere the integration is extended over the surface Q

of the solid unit sphere.

Proof. The supporting function a(u) is given, see [4, pp. 48-49],

by

(16) *(,)*! f |«.r|dSr> |r|   =1
L  J 3

and

(17) S(K) =- f o-(u)dwu, | «|  = 1.
«n-1 « O

Let S2(u) be any surface harmonic of degree 2, then by the Funk-

Hecke theorem [5, pp. 247-248] we have for unit vectors u and r

J.
„.(»-i) /i

«•t  S2(«)¿wu =-Sat).
1 r((» + 3)/2)

Consequently, by (16),

J/2(wV(M)¿w"= 7 r((« + 3)/2) J/2(T)^

and Theorem 3 follows directly from Theorem 1 and (17).
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